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Acoustics is used to probe the temperature profile within a sulfur plasma lamp. A spherically sym-

metric temperature profile is assumed that drops with the square of the radius, consistent with a

constant volumetric heating model. Acoustic resonance frequencies are calculated exactly in the

case of an ideal gas. Experimental measurement of a few resonant frequencies allows determination

of the temperature profile curvature. This technique can be viewed as an extension of ultrasonic res-

onant spectroscopy to systems that are highly non-uniform due to off-equilibrium energy flow.
VC 2018 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5078599
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I. INTRODUCTION

The temperature of a gas-filled cavity of known geome-

try can be accurately measured by finding its acoustic reso-

nance frequencies. Typically, such measurements are done

under an assumed or approximate thermal equilibrium.

When the gas is continuously heated, however, a steady-

state, non-uniform temperature profile may form that

changes the ratio of the resonant frequencies. Motivated by

the conditions present in sulfur plasma lamps such as the one

pictured in Fig. 1, we solve for the acoustic resonance spec-

trum of a sphere filled with an ideal gas whose temperature

drops with the square of the radius. We have chosen a para-

bolic temperature variation because (1) it is the solution to

Fourier’s heating law for a sphere heated uniformly through-

out its volume, (2) it is the first viable term of a perturbative

expansion of a more general temperature profile, and (3) an

analytic solution can be found for the acoustic eigenmodes.

Sulfur plasma lamps are well described in the litera-

ture.1–5 The spherical bulbs are typically 3 cm in diameter

and contain �30 mg sulfur. Microwaves heat the bulb until

the sulfur vaporizes to a molecular density of about

1019 cm–3 and an average temperature of about 2000 K.

Rotation of the bulb at about 50 Hz suppresses convection

and flickering, and homogenizes the fluid within.5 While the

low gas ionization fraction (about 10�5) is critical for

absorbing microwave energy, it does not affect sound propa-

gation substantially. We therefore treat the bulb as being

filled with neutral gas for acoustics purposes.

II. HEAT EQUATION WITH CONSTANT VOLUMETRIC
HEATING

Sulfur plasma lamps are designed to efficiently convert

microwave energy into visible light by thermally exciting

radiative molecular transitions. The power not converted

into visible light remains in the gas and causes further heat-

ing. This is the volumetric heat source, q (units of W cm�3),

in the following thermal analysis, which we take to be uni-

form throughout the bulb. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier,

thermal convection due to gravity is suppressed by rotating

the bulb,5 so we only consider conductive heat transport in

this analysis. Although gravity-driven convection is sup-

pressed, a high-amplitude sound field can drive convection

that dramatically impacts the temperature profile and reso-

nances of the cavity.6,7 Such high amplitudes only occur in

the vicinity of a resonance. By searching for the resonances

with a sweeping procedure outlined below, we are able to

identify them in the quiescent bulb before the acoustically

driven convection can appreciably affect it.

From the steady-state heat equation,

r2T ¼ � q

j
; (1)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sulfur plasma bulb shown while off (a) and on (b).

The hexagonal metal mesh in the photographs is for containing the micro-

wave field used to heat the bulb. Photograph (b) is taken through welding

glass, resulting in the green tint. The ratios of the bulb’s acoustic resonant

frequencies shed light on the internal temperature profile.a)Electronic mail: koulakis@physics.ucla.edu
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and boundary conditions dT=drjr¼0 ¼ 0 and T(r¼ 0) ¼ T0,

we find that the temperature profile internal to the bulb is

approximately parabolic.

T rð Þ ¼ T0 1� q

6jT0

r2

� �
¼ T0 1� n2 r2

R2

� �
; (2)

where n2 ¼ qR2=ð6jT0Þ, R is the bulb radius, and we have taken

the thermal conductivity j to be constant with temperature. Our

goal is to determine T0 and n. Infrared thermometery can mea-

sure the temperature at the glass wall, Tw ¼ T0 ð1� n2Þ, leaving

one parameter to be determined by acoustics.

III. WAVE EQUATION IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS
MEDIUM

The wave equation in an inhomogeneous medium is

given by8

r � rp

q

� �
� 1

qc2

@2p

@t2
¼ 0; with

@~v

@t
¼ � 1

q
rp; (3)

where p and~v are the acoustic pressure and velocity, and q
and c are the spatially varying density and speed of sound,

respectively. Approximating the hot sulfur gas as ideal, the

speed of sound and density profiles are

c2 ¼ c2
0 1� n2 r2

R2

� �
; and q ¼ q0

1� n2 r2

R2

; (4)

where c0 and q0 are the speed of sound and density at the

center of the bulb. Note that the quantity qc2 is independent

of temperature for an ideal gas at constant pressure.

The solution is simplified by introducing the mass flux

density potential9 w,

q~v ¼ rw; with p ¼ � @w
@t
: (5)

The wave equation for w becomes

r2w� 1

q
rq � rw� 1

c2

@2w
@t2
¼ 0: (6)

IV. EIGENMODES

Assuming harmonic time dependence at angular fre-

quency x and inserting the density and speed of sound pro-

files (4) into Eq. (6), the normal modes are given by the

solutions of

r2w� 2rn2

R2 1� n2 r2

R2

� �rwþ k2
0

1� n2 r2

R2

w ¼ 0; (7)

where k0¼x/c0. This equation can be solved analytically

with separation of variables. The angular variation is given

by the spherical harmonics, w ¼ f ðrÞYm
‘ ðh;/Þ. For the radial

equation, we have

@2f

@r2
þ 2

r
� 2rn2

R2 1� n2 r2

R2

� �
2
64

3
75 @f

@r

þ k2
0

1� n2 r2

R2

� ‘ ‘þ 1ð Þ
r2

2
64

3
75f ¼ 0: (8)

Doing a change of variables to z¼ n2r2/R2,

z 1� zð Þ @
2f

@z2
þ 3

2
� 5

2
z

� �
@f

@z
þ k2

0R2

4n2
� ‘ ‘þ 1ð Þ

4

"

� 1� zð Þ
z

�
f ¼ 0: (9)

Changing variables again to FðzÞ ¼ z�‘=2f ðzÞ brings the

equation to hypergeometric form,

z 1� zð Þ @
2F

@z2
þ c� aþ bþ 1ð Þzð Þ @F

@z
� abF ¼ 0; (10)

with

a ¼ 3þ 2‘

4
þ 1

4
‘þ 3=2ð Þ2 � ‘=2þ k2

0R2

4n2

" #1=2

; (11)

b ¼ 3þ 2‘

4
� 1

4
‘þ 3=2ð Þ2 � ‘=2þ k2

0R2

4n2

" #1=2

; (12)

and

c ¼ 3=2þ ‘: (13)

Since z varies between 0 and n2< 1, we pick solutions

near the singular point z¼ 0. The independent solutions

are the hypergeometric functions 2F1(a, b; c; z) and

z1�c
2F1ð1þ a� c; 1þ b� c; 2� c; zÞ, but to keep w (and

the pressure) finite at r¼ 0, the second solution must be

thrown out. The radial part of w is then

f rð Þ ¼ A nr=Rð Þ‘ 2F1 a; b; c;
n2r2

R2

� �
; (14)

where A is a constant. Requiring zero radial velocity at the

bulb radius, r¼R, gives the eigenvalue equation,

2‘ 2
~F1ða; b; c; n2Þ þ ð2‘n2 � k2

0R2Þ 2
~F1

� ðaþ 1; bþ 1; cþ 1; n2Þ ¼ 0; (15)

where 2
~F1ða; b; c; zÞ¼2F1ða; b; c; zÞ=CðcÞ are the regularized

hypergeometric functions. The solutions to the eigenvalue

equation are the dimensionless resonant frequencies k‘;nR
¼ x‘;nR=c0 and are plotted as a function of n in Fig. 2(a). In

the limit of thermal equilibrium, n ! 0, the standard acous-

tic resonances of homogeneous gas in a spherical cavity10,11

are obtained. As n increases, the resonant frequencies drop

and, crucially for our purposes, their ratios change. To
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demonstrate how the varying temperature affects the modes,

we plot the ‘¼ 0 modes for various n in Fig. 3. The main

effect is to shift the position of the nodes towards the outer

boundary, as might be expected from the higher speed of

sound near the center, and to increase the amplitude in the

outer regions compared to the inner ones. Some readers

might be surprised that the ‘¼ 0 mode does not have the low-

est resonant frequency. This is crudely understood by consid-

ering that fluid traveling in an angular direction (‘ 6¼ 0) has

the opportunity to go further than fluid traveling purely

radially (‘¼ 0), and so the wavelength of angular modes can

be larger.12

V. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN A PLASMA BULB

We have modified an off-the-shelf plasma lamp to allow

pulsing of the microwave power supply13,14 at frequencies

between 5 and 75 kHz. The periodic heating excites sound

waves inside the bulb15,16 that modulate the light emission. As

FIG. 2. (Color online) Dimensionless

resonant frequencies as a function of the

strength of the parabolic radial variation

of the temperature, n (a). The vertical

axis is k‘,nR¼x‘,nR/c0. Normalizing by

the lowest frequency mode (b) allows

using the resonant spectrum to deter-

mine n. Gray bands in (b) are the 95%

confidence interval of the experimen-

tally measured normalized resonant

frequencies listed in Table I, which

determine n in our system to be between

the two vertical dashed lines.

FIG. 3. ‘¼ 0 modes for various n. The main effect of the parabolic temperature profile is to shift the nodes towards the glass and to increase the acoustic

amplitude in the outer regions relative to the inner ones.
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the pulse frequency is swept, acoustic resonances are easily

identified on a photodiode trace. Figure 4 displays the high-pass-

filtered photodiode signal and its spectrogram during a fre-

quency sweep from 5 to 75 kHz over 23 s. Away from a reso-

nance, the photodiode has a low-amplitude, sawtooth-shaped

AC component6,17 in phase with the pulse frequency. Near res-

onance the AC amplitude increases dramatically, becomes

sinusoidal, and has two frequency components—one at the

drive frequency and one that varies but remains within 1 kHz

of the drive frequency as described and explained else-

where.6,7,17 Resonant frequencies are indicated by the dashed

lines on the spectrogram and are listed in Table I. Evidently,

non-sphericity in the bulb splits the degeneracy of the different

m modes at a given ‘, some of which can be resolved.

Normalizing the resonant frequencies by the lowest one and

comparing to Fig. 2(b) determines n¼ 0.835 6 0.025 and the

temperature profile in the bulb. Using a FLIR-T400/HT

ThermaCAM infrared camera we have measured the quartz

temperature to be Tw¼ 1250 6 100 K, which when combined

with knowledge of n gives the core temperature T0

¼ Tw=ð1� n2Þ ¼ 42006600 K. The heat conducted out of the

bulb is 4pR2jð@T=@rÞR¼8pRjTwn2=ð1�n2Þ¼4706260W:
In arriving at these results, we have taken the emissivity of

quartz18,19 to be 0.6560.1 at 1250 K, and the thermal conduc-

tivity of the hot sulfur gas20 to be 0.460.2 W m�1 K�1.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

While the methods outlined above describe an approach

to measuring the temperature profile within a spherical plasma

bulb, they rely on simplifying assumptions which may not be

justified. Specifically, the thermal conductivity does vary with

the square root of temperature for an ideal gas, and in a more

complicated way in a molecular plasma.20 The volumetric

heating rate, q, in the actual bulb is the difference between

microwave absorption and visible light emission, which is spa-

tially varying and a strong function of temperature. More

FIG. 4. The high-pass-filtered photodiode signal during a sweep of the pulse frequency between 5 and 75 kHz allows identification of the lowest acoustic reso-

nant frequencies listed in Table I. Its squared magnitude is plotted on a logarithmic scale to easily identify times of large AC response. The spectrogram allows

distinguishing a response at the drive frequency itself from a response at harmonics of the drive frequency. The lowest oblique line is at the fundamental drive

frequency and resonant responses falling on this line are indicated by the vertical and horizontal dashed white lines. The higher, steeper lines are the drive har-

monics and demonstrate that integer multiples of the drive can also excite the resonances. For example, the peaks in the photodiode signal at times less than

3 s were at harmonics of the drive. The stalactite-like chirps that can be seen dropping from the drive frequency at the onset of most resonances are indicative

of the acoustically driven convection referenced in the text.

TABLE I. Acoustic resonant frequencies observed in a 32 mm diameter

spherical plasma bulb. The normalized values are plotted as bands in Fig.

2(b) to allow determination of n. Splitting of some ‘ 6¼ 0 modes is caused by

the deviation from spherical symmetry in the actual bulb.

Mode Experimental Normalized

(l, n) res. freq. [kHz] res. freq.

1, 1 14.9 6 0.2 1

2, 1 22.4 6 0.2 1.50 6 0.012

2, 1 23.3 6 0.2 1.56 6 0.012

3, 1 29.5 6 0.2 1.97 6 0.01

0, 1 33.7 6 0.2 2.26 6 0.01

1, 2 42.5 6 0.4 2.85 6 0.01

1, 2 43.3 6 0.4 2.90 6 0.01

2, 2 51.5 6 0.2 3.445 6 0.005

2, 2 52.2 6 0.4 3.495 6 0.01

2, 2 54.9 6 0.2 3.675 6 0.005

3, 2 60.1 6 0.3 4.020 6 0.006

3, 2 61.2 6 0.2 4.090 6 0.005

3, 2 62.1 6 0.4 4.150 6 0.007

1, 3 69.0 6 0.4 4.620 6 0.006

1, 3 69.9 6 0.4 4.680 6 0.006
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accurate solutions to the heat equation may be used as the

starting point for the eigenvalue calculations, but an analytical

form of the eigenvalue equation may not be possible. In that

case the prescribed procedure can be executed using numerical

eigenvalue calculations as needed. Resolving more detail in

the temperature profile will require extending the resonant fre-

quency measurement to higher modes. Due to buoyancy of the

warm gas and rotation of the bulb,5 the temperature variation

is not spherically symmetric, resulting in the splitting of the

degeneracy for different m modes of the same ‘, an effect that

is not addressed by the current theoretical treatment.

Nonetheless, these acoustic methods have allowed us to mea-

sure parameters for an approximate thermal model and esti-

mate the core temperature and heat conducted to the boundary.

Laboratory plasmas are intrinsically off equilibrium

systems. In addition to temperature, key parameters include

the degree of ionization. We hope that this method can be

extended to the regions of parameter space where signatures

of ion acoustic modes will appear.
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